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The Imperial College of
Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco

Tbe First Scbool oJ Translators and Interpreters

in S ixteentb -Century Sp anish Americaa

Fra,
I 

h. foundation and scope of teaching centres in sixteenth century
I Nueva Espafra, in particular the Imperial College of Santa Cruz de

Tlatelolco and the one in Cuauhtitlân, as well as the role they played,
need to be re-examined from another standpoint in the history of trans-
lation.

Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco, the first major school of interpreters and
translators in the New Vorld, was founded around 1573 andreformed
about forty years later. Its role is in many ways reminiscent of the one
played in Europe by the famous Toledo School founded by Bishop
Ramon in Alfonso el Sabio's time. Most of the evidence referring to
Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco emphasizes that its foundation, as well as that
of similar institutions, was influenced by three powers: the Crown, His
Holiness the Pope, and the absolute and all-embracing Order of Saint
l:rancis. Its foundation facilitated its performance as a training centre for
the future nativc Mexican ruling elite and supplanted - rather than
lralanced - tht' r.lt ' that the calmecac or telpocbcalli played in the general
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education of Nahuas of noble birth, especially in religious matters. The

calmecac or telpocbcalli operated as special schools where, among other

subjects, the interpreting art of pre-phonetics and the hieroglyphic

writing of pictograph codes were taught. The Mexican scribes trained

there were responsible for transcribing on amate or vegetable paper

the magical or religious thinking as well as the habits and customs of

the people.

Several analysts have surmised that, for the priests, it was a matter not

only of guiding the training of the future ruling class at Santa Cruz de

Tlatelolco, but also of laying the foundation for a regular Mexican

clergy. The idea of educating the ruling class there from early child-

hood according to the principles and commandments of the Catholic

Church as well as the canons of European culture was obviously a main

tenet. Probably some subjects were included at a senior level for the

purpose of creating an elite group of students from which the first

Mexican Catholic priests would be selected, although this was not the

main objective.

Other researchers have suggested a third hypothesis: that the top

priority of these centres was the training of native linguists with the

ability to perform a sort of spiritual intermingling to reconcile cultural

spheres as well as challenge Renaissance humanism and meso-American

wisdom in several respects:

. By eradicating their idolatries. To this end, the priests' bilingual

(Nâhuatl and Castillan) re-writing and/or re-wording of their ancestors'

memories written in original text either vanished without a trace or

were engulfed in flames before their very eyes, causing them "inciden-

tally" to retrace the path to the sense of their own beliefs for themselves.
o By preparing them to work as translators and interpreters in order to

support the pastoral priests'attempt to indoctrinate by linguistically

backing their advocacy of the Christian religion.
. By teaching them to undertake translation and interpretation of the

Christian religion's sacred texts directly into native tongues, mainly

Nâhuatl.
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Our work here aims to support the third hypothesis as being of
undeniable significance for the history of translation and interprera-
tion in America.

Location and origin

Fray Bernardino de Sahagrin, the pioneer ethnographer of sixteenth-
century Aztec Mexico, obsessed with the idea of exterminatrng any
idolatrous practices by the natives, was involved in renaming placcs
using historical references. under a spring in Xochimilco, he found a
stone idol to which the natives offered copal. Aware of the significance
that the natives accorded the water and mountains, he took away the
idol and replaced it with a cross, christening the place Santa cruz, as it
was called from then on.

Ideological background

Invaders did not respect the indigenous culture. vith the conquest, the
calmecac andtelpocbcallf dlsappeared, and with them, traces of their teach-
ings were lost. Because the temples and monuments, codes and books
were completely destroyed, when it became necessary to obtain accu-
rate and substantive information about the past, recourse had to be
made to the remaining evidence: the essential facts and history werc
reflected through the glyphs.

vhen speaking about the codices in terms of their  s igni f icance rn
cultural history as an advanced system relying on material support to
represent human thinking, one tends to mention only those codices
that replaced the papyrus rolls of the Greeks and Romans in the sec-
ond and third centuries AD. Fernando R. Lafuente, for instance, refer-
ring to the appearance of the codex in Europe only, without
mentioning its presence in the former indigenous cultures of Middle
America, pointed out how its emergence allowed new gestures, like
leaf ing through a work or wri t ing and reading at the same t ime, and
how importalr t  t l rc cxpcrience was for authors or scr ibes in organizing
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the transmission of thoughts in a new way, in books, parts, or chapters

of a single discourse.2

Of course, this suppression of evidence was in line with the aims of

the Christianization process, but later it became imperative to carry

out pastoral work with a functional approach, focused on a native, con-

crete and supposedly omnipresent audience. \X/ith the heir to this

knowledge and the repository of the same memory destroyed, it was

obvious that the possibility of decoding that valuable data was irre-

trievably lost. Besides, the priests were obliged to resort to oral

sources, taking advantage of the fact that most legends had been trans-

mitted from one generation to another by oral tradition. The Mexicans

used to hold informal meetings where the elderly members of the com-

munities recounted their memories. And that is why the teachers in

Santa Cruz, when looking for information, and interested in investigat-

ing the primary sources, were compelled to turn to the collective mem-

ory of those wise, elderly men. The latter had etched on their

memories what the codices contained, not only about the origins of

the religious pantheon and its presence in the imaginations of the peo-

ple or about how the individuals managed to cook or process pul4ue (a

Mexican drink), but also about the background of the moral, poetic

and religious discourses which allowed them to reconstruct the history

or at least the anecdotal discourse. The history was therefore recon-

structed in two alternate voices influenced by the respective idiolects

of narrators and mediators.

In Chapter XI, Book VI of Historia General de las cosas âe la Nueua Espafia,

Fray Bernardino de Sahagrin, the main autho4 describes and comments

on the indigenous beliefs about rhetoric, philosophy and theology

before the arrival of the Conquerors in Nueva Espafia. The famous

Franciscan warned against the calmecac, calling them satanic inventions

and a source of idolatry The implicit criticism contained in the seventh

reprimand of the 1486 Manuscript3 did not escape Georges Baudot,a

Here starts the seventh reprimand with which our Mother, the

Holy Roman Church, admonished the people here, in Nueva
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Espafia, with regard to the rules they applied in the old days when
they engaged their children to be accepted to the calmecac or
telpochcalli.. . . That's why you must beware and be informed, so I
want to relate to you everything I know about the things that
happened there once they were admitted to the calmecac or to the
telpocbcalli. Because the elders told me everything they have seen
there once they have been christened, because they have been
marked in, and because they have lived in, when they have
approached Our Lord Cod, and they have related to me every-
thing that I'm relating to you now, warning you about the common
practices in the calmecac or telpocbcalli. four translation] 5

Selection of students

Having analyzed the political orientation of education allowed by the
priests in those major schools in Mexico, we must note the following,

o The first feature that is patently obvious is the essentially selective
and class-conscious nature of those centres.

o "Since tbe cbildren oJ tbe Caci4ues, the Juture ruling class oJ Indians, were educated

Jrom childbooâ tn the principles oJ our Catholic Jaitb, our order bas Jounded col-
leges" four translation]. This is clearly stated in Law XI of the
Compilation of Indian Laws (23rd ed., Book I).

According to the Charter of the Imperial College of Santa Cruz, an
essential requirement for acceptance as a student was to be, "an Indian
born oJ a legitimate marriale, Jrom Caciques or noble birtb and not oJ 'macegual',

despicable or blemished origin, or marked because oJ tbeir own uulgar bebaoiour or tbat
of tbeir parents" four translation].6

From the very beginning, origin and lineage were binding prerequi-
sites to being selected to receive this kind of education in the Spanish
colonies. Hcrrran (-ortcz chose Indians, neither light-heartedly nor for-
tui tously,  to takc wrt l r  l r i rn to Spain. The Franciscan missionaries learned
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their first words in Nâhuatl from those selected Indians when they

made the trip back to the New \ù/orld together one year later. Francisco

del Paso y Ti.oncoso recovered the complete list of native travelers with

the help of historian Chimalpahin-Cuauhtlehuanitzin, who fortunately

made a note in a copy of the first edition, Chapter 62, Volume II of the

Historia de la Conquista de M$ico by Lôpez de Gômura'7

The selective and discriminatory approach that characterizes the

requirements for being entitled to an education in Latin America, and

therefore for having access to general educational institutions and the

teaching of the catechism, which surprisingly applied to an increasing

number of students,8 would generate a problem of reversal that five cen-

turies later is not as yet resolved in favour of the huge population

descended from the Indians on this continent.

Problems encountered and teaching orientation

The topics that made up the Tlatelolco curricula are known, as are the

results achieved by an outstanding group of trilingual residents headed

by Alonso Vegerano of Cuauhtitlân and Antonio Valeriano of

Azcapotzalco under the tutelage of Bernardino de Sahagrin and his co'

workers, mainly Fray Arnaldo Bassacio and Fray Andrés de Olmos'

It was common knowledge that divergent views were expressed con'

cerning the policies apphed in these colleges. Dissent from the mouths

of distinguished clergy members was voiced by Fray Toribio de Paredes

or Benavente, better known as Motolinea. There was a great deal of

afgument with Motolinea about the treatment of the Indians by the

priests in Santa Cruz concerning idolatry, the teaching of grammar and,

in general, the way that Sahagrin conceived and carried out his pastoral

mission. \We must add that the few Santa Cruz teachers/interpreters/

translators were forced to improvise a good deal and overcome many

technical difficulties since they did not have even lexical guides or man'

uals except those that they developed themselves with determination,

inventiveness, and individual talent.e \X/hile trying to learn a forcign

tongue, they taught Latin, grarnmar, arts, basic thcology, and music
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Mendieta and Motolinea identified an indigenous bacbillu, born in
cuautla, as Miguel, a good Ladino. Ignacio Bernal believes that he was
really the famous Valeriano de Azcapotzalco, who worked as a scribe/
translator on the Libro delos Colloquios for Fray Bernardino.

In the 156910 Report of the Santo Evangerio province addressed to
ovando, the objectives of completing the priests'work with the santa
cruz students were clearly outlined. "once some Indians knew Latin
and were able to understand the mysteries contained in the Holy
Scriptures, they could become more attached to the faith in order to
transmit to others who were less prepared what the priests could not
explain by themselves in the native tongues. They could then preach
and interpret for them" [our translation].

The ovando Report cited the permanent exchange of knowledge
between Indians and priests, making the former not only ideal teachers
of their own language but also the sole reliable judges for evaluating
and amending the resulting texts. In doing so, they vigorously chal-
lenged claims about the so-called inferiority of the natives as compared
to the Europeans, even though the translation of the sacred texts into
common language according to the criteria of the time could not be
more than an "interpretation": "Those who have learned their language
are now the same as those that have been their teachers, learning to
translate into that tongue what is written in their books, and they are
now interpreting in the Hearings"ll four translation].

The most outstanding graduates of rlatelolco accomplished the car-
dinal duty of bringing linguistic support to the Christianization process
with so much skill and quality that Fray Bernardino, their main menro4
did not hesitate to admit his dependence on his "grammarian residents,,
when any text needed to be translated "into correct vernacular
Nâhuatll'12 He did not spare any praise when speaking of their work,

lf they have succeeded in expressing sermons and postillas in a native
tongue that could be considered purified of any heresy, it is because
they have d.nc work that fosters the proper understanding of Latin
as wcll as thc pror)crtics 'f the words and the means to express them.
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Besides, they are able to amend any inconsistencies in the sermons or

texts to the point that anything that must be worded correctly in

their language ought first to be evaluated by them. . . .13 lour trans-

lat ionl

The intuitive abllity displayed by the Tlatelolco tutofs as well as by

their main mentor to carry out this twofold cultural intermingling is

phenomenal. Addressing pastoral and academic concerns together as

was done in the Toledo School allowed Fray Bernardino to produce

more and more complete translations on the subjects treated in the

Historia General, Sermonarios, Doctrina cristiana, Libro de los Collo4uios,

Vocabulario detreslenguas,Psalmodia, andPostilla, to mention only his most

famous works. He was also able to accomplish the final check of

Sermonariosunder the supervision of the tril ingual translators and even

make good use of their collaboration as amanuenses of his own writ-

ings, because his handwriting worsened due not only to age but also

to the after-effects of the terrible Black Death plague that ravaged

Mexico in 1545.

A detailed study compared the American versions of the sacred liter-

ature developed by Tlatelolco scholars with its sources in the Old and

New Tèstaments. If we consider the omissions, additions, adaptations,

and emphatic elements contained in the American version, it is possible

to advance some interesting and fairly relevant theories about what the

priests ascertained to be the most convenient way to introduce the

Biblical texts, making them less shocking to the Indians of the New

Continent. But it is also evident from the numerous handwritten copies

and transcriptions of both historical and doctrinal texts aimed at facili-

tating their use, that manipulation and preservation were neither

effected by the staff responsible for making the originals nor authenti-

cated by Sahagrin. That is why the texts are not necessarily free of addi-

tions, amendments, and interpretations of calligraphy' Depending on

the culture of the curators in charge and their perception of the con-

tents, some words were replaced by alleged synonyms' Those subse-

quent changes - that sometirnes fit the context - were not always
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equivalent to what they replaced. Therefore, not all the extant versions
are Santa Cruz originals; some are copies of copies.

At the same time, this huge and important translation and inrerpreta-
tion movement was of course part of the early stages of the
Christianization process carried out by the priests as an essential com-
plement to the Conquest. However, this movement was slowed and
then finally aborted or concealed during the last quarter of the cenrury
because of the Ecumenical council of rlent in 1564. This was in keep-
ing with restrictive measures already adopted regarding Bible transla-
tion into the common languages. These measures had been adopted to
counter the Protestant hardships endured by the Santo Oficio de la
Inquisicidn Court, especially since those hardships had not resolved the
still unforgotten old battle to make castillan the "imperial language/'
displacing the common indigenous languages.

Furthermore, if we examine some comments concerning the transla-
tions of Sahagrin's Psalmodia, for example, done by Tlatelolco students, it
is obvious that the plurahty of languages was indeed associated with the
origin of the idolatries. Their origin was clearly associated with the
New Tèstament account of the Pentecost "gift of speech" and with the
conversion of the idols by Saint Matthew. Last but not least, is the par-
allelism, real or spurious, between the Tower of Babel and the cholula
Pyramid, which like the Biblical structure was also linked with divine
punishment as well as with the multiplicity of languages and heresies. In
1570, in spite of their objectives and interests, the Crown and the pope

had no alternative but to declare Nâhuatl, not Spanish, the official lan-
guage in Nueva Espafra.

An abstraction of the avatars suffered specifically in SahagÉn's doctri-
nal and historical corpus was motivated by his disagreements with pow-
erful members of the clergy in the metropolis as well as in the Mexican
chapteq, who put up serious obstacles to the spread of indigenous lan-
guages for reasons that had no connection with the Council of Tient.
Five centuries later, we see a relative proliferation of manuscripts and
versions of those stil l-unpublished texts.la They were generated mostly
in Santa Cruz dc Tlatcl , lco, where an amazing staff  of  special ists was
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responsible for this outstanding example of high culture'

This huge body of work has be en lost in transit between monaster-

ies, libraries, private collections and archives around the wofld - con-

signed to obscuriry and with it any trace of its anonymous creators: the

translators and interpreters who worked in the Imperial College of

Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco in the sixteenth century. It has reappeared

only recently, to be recovered and reassessed in every aspect, as it

deserves to be.

LOURDES ARENCIBIA RODRICUEZ
Universidad de la Havana

(Cuba)

Notes

1. The author would like to thank Kristen Guertin and Malcolm \ù/illiams for

their thorough revision of this English version.

2.
3.

4,

5.

In Rodriguez Lafuente (2001)'

Bernardino de Sahagun. Ap{ndices a la Historia GeneraL Chapter 5, Manuscript

14g6 of the 
,,Edmond E. Ayer" collection (without page numbering),

Newberry Library Chicago.

Editor and translator of the Tratado de bechicerias y sortilegios by Andrés de

Olmos, another famous priest who was Sahagun's contemporary
,Aquf comienza la séptima admoniciôn con la cual nuestra Madre, la Santa

Iglesia Romana, amonesta a las gentes de aquf, de la Nueva Espaffa, acerca

de los preceptos que antiguamente tenian cuando prometian a sus hilos

para que ingresasen al calmecac o al telpochcalli ' ' ' por esto debeis sef

instru(dos y debeis ser informados, yo quiero referiros todo lo que yo se

acerca de lo que se hacia all( cuando ingresaban al calmecac, al

telpochcalli. Porque me lo dleron los ancianos que alli habian sido seflala-

dor, q,-,. alli vivieron, todo lo que alli vieron cuando ya fueron bautizados,

cuando se acefcaron a Nuestro Seffor Dios narraron lo que ahora quiero

referiros para que no vivais inadvertidos acerca de lo que eran las costum-

bres en el calmecac o en el telpochcallil'

Constituciones del Inperial Colegio de Santa Cruz, Real Academia de la Historia'

Col. Boturini, XIX, 101.

There were two sons of Moctezuma' don Pedro Motecuhzoma Tlacahuepan

and don Martin Cortés Nezahualtecolofl; his brother Gzoz6moc's children,

6.
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don Francisco de Alvarado Madacoahuatzin, and don Gaspar Tirltequitzin;
another relative in the second line of nobility, two Mexicas caciQues, don
Hernando de Gpia and Damiân Tlacochcâcatl; someone called don Gabriel,
son of the latest king of Tlacopân Gtlepanquetzaltzin, don Jer6nimo
Conchano, a descendant of the kings of Tlatelolco; another of the kings of
Culhuacân, don Baltazar Toquezquauh yotzin ; don Juan Tzihuâcmitl, himself
a descendant of the cempoalâ monarchy; another of the lords of cuitlâhuac;
don Felipe de Castilla Monialquatzin, acaciQue belonging to the dignitaries of
Tlamanalco; don Pedro de Castafreda Colom6chcatl; and other knights and
lords of the nobility of rhe country

8. The priests had the monopoly on religious education until 1584.
9. For example, the Arte y oocabulario de la lengua mexicana by Fray Francisco

Jiménez, quoted by Mendieta, had already been written when the first
twelve priests arrived in Nueva Espafla to evangelize the region.

10. Carcia lzcalbalceta (1941 [ 1889]) ,Il, 62.
11 . Ib id . , 62 .
12. Sahagûn (19s6), lll, 167.
13.lbid., 635.
l4.Tbe Psalnodia Cbristiana (tss:) was the sole texr printed while the authors

were alive.
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